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Abstract

During the course of developing a system for reading
Indian road signboards efficiently, we have explored dis-
parate signboards with a potpourri of fonts and sizes con-
sisting of text written in English as well as Hindi. In this
project, we consider various methodologies that aided us
in successfully identifying text on Indian signboards. First,
the text regions are extracted using the algorithm of Stroke
Width Transform. Then, the results are passed through a
text recognition system known as Tesseract, an open source
desktop-based engine. The accuracy of the procedure on
our own dataset of ’light on dark’ Indian signboards with
both handwritten and computerised fonts is calculated to
be 94.98%. We have analysed the shortcomings of the algo-
rithm and have recognized the factors that provided imped-
iment to a better accuracy.

1. Introduction

The project uses a concept of Optical Character Reader
also known as OCR, which is a technique that is used to
identify, recognize, manipulate printed or handwritten text
in an image. It is the ability of a software to identify the text
written in a scanned image. OCR is a field of research in
Artificial Intelligence, Computer Vision and Pattern Recog-
nition. As the field of Computer Vision and Artificial In-
telligence is expanding, text detection and text recognition
techniques have changed from being very limited in appli-
cation to being used for images with a variety of fonts, sizes
and languages with high precision and accuracy. Previously,
each character with different fonts and sizes were required
to be trained separately for optimum results. However, this
has changed with the advancement in the field of technol-
ogy. In the systems that use OCR, one can provide the sys-
tem with an image with some text written on it. The OCR
will identify the text written in the image. The application
of OCR is extremely salutary for usage in autonomous and
driverless cars. The steps prior to OCR includes detecting
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text region in the image, skew correction if needed and seg-
mentation.

2. Problem Statement

In this research project, we present an end-to-end sys-
tem that helps in detection and recognition of text in natural
images, particularly signboards. The features of the data
set include text written in white colour on blue background
with varying levels of contrast and brightness, computerised
and handwritten text and Hindi as well as English text.

We analysed a number of research papers already pub-
lished in reputed journals in the similar domains of detec-
tion and recognition of text and decided upon a pipeline that
could provide us with efficient and required outputs.

3. Available Methods

The end-to-end text retrieval in natural images has been
successfully implemented in the past through a number of
techniques which diversely exploit the ability of Machine
Learning, Computer Vision and Image Processing. This
pipeline starts with a preprocessing stage, where image
and lens defects ranging from rotation, perspective distor-
tion to shadow appearance are rectified. In their work, S.
Calarasanu et al. [3], M. Muhlich T et al. [13, 14] and C.
Merino-Gracia et al. [8] have demonstrated efficient per-
spective correction of highly distorted texts and A. F. Mol-
lah et al. [10] have worked on skew correction. The rec-
tified image, after passing through this stage, is converted
to grayscale. Following preprocessing is a text detection
stage where candidate text regions are extracted from com-
plex scene images. This may be done by training a Con-
volutional Neural Network as done by T. Wang et al. [19]
and J. Jaderberg et al. [6], by identifying Maximally Sta-
ble Extremal Regions in the image and then categorising
them into text or non-text regions as demonstrated by L.
Neumman and J. Matas [15], Y. Li and H. Lu [7] and H.
Chen et al. [4], by employing the Stroke Width Transform
technique as done by B. Epshtein et al. [5] or by perform-
ing structure based partition and grouping over the prepro-
cessed image as performed by C. Yi and Y. Tian [20]. Some
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text detection approaches also use the Viola-Jones cascaded
classifier [18], pattern matching techniques [9], isotropic
and anisotropic Gaussian filters [2] or Conditional Random
Field as done by Y. F. Pan et al. [16] for processing input
images efficiently.

In most state-of-the-art techniques, text region detection
is followed by text line extraction and subsequently charac-
ter segmentation as in [12, 11]. These characters then un-
dergo recognition through either character classifiers which
extract HOG features as in [6] or are passed to deep neu-
ral networks through a sliding window approach. To in-
crease the accuracy of final recognised words, language
models and lexicons are put to use to improve predictions
as done by A. Bissacco et al. [1]. Since, some of these tech-
niques compromise speed for accuracy and others accuracy
for speed, the best results are fetched when more than one
technique is used at each stage and all outputs from these
techniques are combined for superior accuracy and speed.
In some Character Recognition engines, text to be recog-
nised undergoes two passes to ensure proper and consistent
accuracy for all parts of the text.

Out of all the methods prevalent, we tried implementing
some to fetch decent results for our dataset and our main
motivation remained Google’s PhotoOCR [1]. The follow-
ing sections throw light upon all methods tried during the
course of this project and the methods finally implemented
for the end-to-end pipeline.

4. Text Detection
Text detection is the foremost part of OCR pipeline. Text

detection technique is used to identify and mark regions in
an image where the text is present. Text detection is used
in unstructured images that contain random scenarios. In
our project, the images initially used as dataset were natural
images which consisted of foliage, roads, common people
and signboards. Later we toned it to close up images of
signboards. The techniques that we worked on are

4.1. MSER and Stroke Width Variation

MSER. Maximally Stable Extremal Regions, a tech-
nique proposed by H. Chen et al. in [4], is a technique
that aims at detecting regions in a digital image that differ
in various properties like background, colour, contrasts,
brightness etc. In OCR, we used MSER in order to find
candidate text regions. The consistent colour and high
contrast of text makes MSER technique an efficient method
that differentiates between text regions and background
regions. MSER technique was followed by stroke width
variation in order to remove some false positives as MSER
technique picks out other stable regions in the image as
well that are not text. Stroke width measures the width
of the curves and the lines that makes up a text. The
text generally has lower values of stroke width variation

Figure 1. False positives being detected excessively on using
MSER

Figure 2. Similar dissatisfactory results with Structure-based Par-
tition and Grouping

whereas the non text regions have higher values of stroke
width variation.

Limitations. Even though the technique detected the
text regions in the images, false positives were evident in
approximately 8 images out of 10 thus making this method
inefficient for our dataset. This method augmented the
problem for data segmentation which we did not experience
in one of the other methods.

Results. Few results of this method are shown in Fig. 1.

4.2. Structure-based Partition and Grouping

Structure-based Partition and Grouping. Structure-
Based Partition and Grouping is a novel approach as taken
up by C. Yi et al. [20] that is used in detecting text strings of
varying lengths, sizes, colors and fonts at different angles
in complex and clustered backgrounds. The procedure
consists mainly of two steps.

Image Partition
Image partition is performed in order to find text charac-

ter candidates on two basis. In the gradient-based method,
the concept of stroke width is applied. The strokes of text
region are believed to be uniform in its torso intensities
and hence this concept is employed in order to extract text
candidates. While in the color-based method, it is assumed
that the text regions would be of similar color. Hence,
pixels having same colors are located and connected pixels
with similar color are labeled as connected components by
using color histogram and weighted K-means clustering.
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Figure 3. Different stages of text detection through SWT: input, grayscale, edge map, SWT, connected components, output

Following the above steps, post-processing of images is
done in order to remove non-text regions on the basis of
aspect ratio, sizes, and number of inner holes.

Connected Component Grouping
The result from the image partition consists of text

characters as well as unwanted noise. Hence, heuristic
grouping and structured analysis of text strings is the next
step to distinguish between the noise and actual text. Again,
two approaches namely adjacent character grouping and
text line grouping are used.

Results. Few of the results of this method are as shown in
Fig. 2.

4.3. Stroke Width Transform

SWT. This novel approach to detect text regions in an
image was identified by Microsoft Corporation in [5].
Stroke Width Transform is an operator that, for each pixel,
detects the most likely stroke that might contain the pixel.
The procedure consists of the following steps.

The foremost step in this approach is to assign infinity as
the value of stroke width for each pixel. This is followed by
a canny edge detector which assists in calculating the edge
map. The edges are considered to be the stroke boundaries.
Next, every pixel, p with gradient direction gp which is
perpendicular to the orientation of stroke boundary, is con-
sidered. A ray

r = p+ n ∗ gp > 0

is followed until we reach a pixel t with gradient direction
gt. The pixels in the ray r are assigned the values of dis-
tance between the pixel p and t if the gradient direction

gp is opposite to the gradient direction gt and is already
not smaller than that value. The next step in this approach
is to find the letter candidates using connected component
algorithm. As now we have the most likely stroke width
for each pixel, two pixels are grouped together only if their
stroke width transform ratio is less than or equal to 3. Next,
the connected components are detected by filtering candi-
dates based on ratio of their stroke width variance to stroke
width mean. Generally, letters have lower stroke width vari-
ance. The signboards’ frames are eliminated by checking if
a components bounding box contains more than two com-
ponents’ centres. Following this is chaining. Eligible letter
pairings are found by checking if they meet certain condi-
tions. If they meet the conditions, they are labelled as an
eligible pair. These conditions include

• Similar median stroke width.
• Similar colour
• Similar font height
• The centre-centre distance is less than three times the

width of the wider letter.

The various stages in SWT are shown in Fig. 3.

Advantages. SWT does not use any language-specific
filtering mechanism and additionally, rules out the com-
plication of segmentation of text after its detection. It also
plummets the number of detected pixels since a pixel is
important only if it has corresponding opposite gradient.
Since, the algorithm is implemented on the ’light on dark’
basis, it succeeds on different colored images. Some
examples of colored images have been shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. SWT results of various other colored signboards with ’light on dark’ text

Figure 5. Before toning input data: input, extreme false positives without pruning, removal of false positives with pruning.

Figure 6. After toning input data: input, output at increased accuracy of 94.49%, Tesseract output for previous image
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Figure 7. Maximum tolerance for -x and +x rotation

Results Before Toning. Fig. 5 shows the results of this
algorithm when no pre-processing or toning of the images
was done i.e. shadows emanating from foliage and build-
ings, illumination due to natural sunlight were substantial
hindrances in attaining optimum outputs. Subsequently,
pruning was taken up to improve results to some extent.
This was done by eliminating chaining of those connected
components whose number of vertices were less than 275.
Pruning removed false positives due to foliage completely,
though the detection accuracy continued to remain low for
images with shadows and illumination.

Results After Toning. Fig. 6 shows the results after proper
toning of the images. We succeeded in getting an accuracy
where we received ideal results in approximately nine on
ten images.

5. Text Recognition

The text regions obtained from the text detection stage
are further processed upon in order to recognise the charac-
ters, words and lines present. The Tesseract OCR Engine,
being open source and remarkable at its accuracy for over
150 languages, was used for recognition of Hindi as well as
English text. It was developed at HP laboratories and was
open sourced in 2005. Since then, it is being maintained by
Google [17].

At our recognition stage, Tesseract is supplied a
grayscale image with detected text candidates. It proceeds
with running a connected component analysis over the in-
put image, side-by-side storing the outlines of all compo-
nents. These outlines are gathered together by nesting and
arranged into blobs. All resulting blobs are then grouped
into text lines and subsequently fragmented into words. An

adaptive classifier is used at the recognition stage where the
fragmented words are passed as training data; essentially
meaning that the accuracy of Tesseract increases towards
the bottom of the page. To ensure optimum and strong re-
sults for the text near the top, the page is processed once
again and in this pass, the words not recognized well enough
previously are recognized again.

6. Process
Out of the methods tried, Stroke Width Transform was

chosen for the text detection stage and Tesseract engine for
the text recognition stage.

Figure 8. End-to-end pipeline

During preprocessing, the input image was converted
into grayscale which was passed through a canny edge de-
tector thus, generating an edge map. Next, the most likely
stroke width for every pixel was calculated and two pix-
els were grouped together according to their stroke width
transform ratio. This was followed by connected compo-
nent analysis and chaining. The detailed procedure for text
detection has been unequivocally described under section
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Figure 9. Maximum tolerance for italicized font and difference in font sizes

4.3. To yield the final output, an open source desktop-
based powerful engine Tesseract was used which has been
described under section 5.

7. Results
The complete pipeline results were obtained and con-

straints charted. The image data set used for testing was our
own and collected from in and around Delhi. In the whole
process, we concentrated on increasing efficiency for light
on dark signboards; signboards with light text on a dark
background with sufficient contrast between the two, for
perfect detection through SWT. This target was chosen con-
sidering the abundance of such signboards in comparison to
the dark on light ones on Indian roads. The project supports
detection and recognition of Hindi as well as English text
occurring simultaneously or otherwise on almost all sign-
boards. The data set was extended by adding some hand-
written signboards to the computerised ones. The overall
statistical accuracy for the pipeline on the dataset sans par-
tially shadowed and illuminated signboards was calculated
to be 94.98%. Separately, accuracy for the text detection
stage was a considerable 97.51% while for the recognition
stage with Tesseract OCR engine was 97.38%.

Detection Recognition Overall
97.51% 97.38% 94.98%

Table 1. Accuracy

The program worked successfully for images when
text lines were at most 5 degrees rotated anticlockwise
or clockwise with respect to the coordinate axes, thereby
giving some allowance to imperfect images. Italicized

text was also undisputedly detected and recognized when
its maximum inclination from y-axis was 8 degrees. The
maximum text size difference in a single signboard image
that could be tolerated by the pipeline was found out to be
30 pixels. The corresponding sample images are shown in
Fig. 7 and 9.

8. Conclusions and Improvements

Even though the accuracy we are maintaining across
the pipeline is considerable, a great room for improvement
sprouts from the constraints we impose on our input im-
ages. A number of imperfect features of natural signboards
can be rectified at the pre-processing stage to expand
the range of kind of images the pipeline works on in the
dataset. Some specific feature correction areas are listed
below.

Shadow. As a pre-processing additive, shadow detection
and removal techniques can be applied to the input images.
Most common types of shadows that occur in natural
images are that of foliage and buildings. An example of
shadow due to foliage is shown in Fig. 10.

Illumination. Illumination occurring on signboards is
majorly due to natural sunlight or indoor lightings (for
indoor signboards). Current algorithms can be made more
efficient in this regard or Convolutional Neural Networks
be employed at the text detection stage. For candidate text
regions, a lexicon can be used after character recognition is
performed to minimise the adverse effects of illumination
on accuracy. An example of unsuccessful detection due to
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Figure 10. Unsuccessful detection due to presence of shadow

Figure 11. Unsuccessful detection due to presence of illumination

the presence of illumination is shown in Fig. 11.

Perspective Distortion. Perspective distortion occurs
when the image captured is not parallel to the image plane.
Such distortion may occur along x-axis or y-axis or both.
As a pre-processing technique or after the detection of
text with SWT, homography or vanishing line technique
may be used to correct perspective distorted images more
efficiently as in [3, 8]. An example of failure at the
detection stage is shown in Fig. 12.

Figure 12. Unsuccessful recognition due to perspective distortion
in captured image

Text on Signboards in Natural Scene Images. The above
established pipeline can be further advanced to detecting
and recognizing text in natural images as has already been
accomplished by Google in [1] and Microsoft in [5] rather
than close-up images of signboards. Such images leave a

very narrow scope of inaccuracy at the detection stage but
at the same time, encounter a large number of false posi-
tives and negatives due to foliage and other hindering natu-
ral scene elements.
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